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ABSTRACT 

This paper aimed to describe and explained the pattern and mechanism of some 

religion communities, literature community, art community, and ex-terrorist 

community in Central Java Province to prevent radicalism and terrorism. The 

method used in this research was qualitative, which focused on interviewed the 

leaders of the community.  They are Gema Salam Foundation, Fatayat Nahdlatul 

Ulama (NU) Solo, Fatayat Nahdlatul Ulama (NU) Karanganyar, Muslimat NU 

Karanganyar, Nasyatul Aisyiyah Solo, Perpustakaan Keliling Karanganyar, and 

Pintu Community. The results of this study showed that the preventing 

mechanism divided into two categories. The first one was building a 

communication and a prevention among some of them. The second one was 

building a confidence among Gema Salam Foundation, the local government, 

and the local police department. Unfortunately, these seven actors have not been 

connected to each other in the same forum or the same activity. This is actually 

strategic considering that they are represent the only ex-terrorist node in Central 

Java, the largest religious-based mass node in Central Java, and literacy movers 

with the potential of extensive networks nationally and internationally. If 

communication is well established, then preventive efforts will be 

comprehensive in its implementation 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Radicalism and terrorism are a sequence of violence that connected in an extreme way. 

The implementation of radical mindset is a physical action and tend to use a violence means 

which known with terrorism term. Radicalism doesn’t associated with a certain religion entity. 

According to Omar Ashour, radicalism has a long process to reach a violence action, started 

from mindset into physical action [1]. Furthermore, Manni Crone believed that radicalization 

is an intellectual process that couldn’t happen in an instant period. A process started when a 

person accepted extreme ideas. Then it growth with an environment that highlight the discourse 

of the radicalism, either in a positive or negative perspectives. A brainwash process by radicals 

also other potential method to develop a radical mindset. The doctrine of ideology, certain 

religion value could become the first step of radicalization process. In the next step, a consistent 

doctrine could bring the person from a mindset process into an action process. He/she will 

started to talk rude toward others, then he/she could easily threat and hurt others.  The next 

level categorized with violence ways such as damaging, destroying, and even taking lives of 
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certain target [2]. These violence ways which designed systematically to create an extreme fear, 

targeting vital victim, civilian, symbolic representative, or even random attack were a 

characteristic of terrorism that different it with other conflict [3]. 

The issue of radicalism and terrorism in Indonesia still need a wider idea and various 

mechanism to deal with it. The social media contribute to flourish the radicalism idea through 

a partial understanding toward the content. Mubarak said that a misunderstanding of ‘Jihad’ 

term nowadays has changed from a meaning of struggle against self-carnality, into an action of 

destroying and murdering everything related to the West [4]. This example of judgement has 

spread in a several provinces and cities. The central government has tracked 12 cities in 

Indonesia that exposed with radicalism and terrorism activity [5].  

Solo is one city among 12 cities that get a red label of these two activities. Solo placed 

in Central Java Province. The Central Java Chief of Counter Terrorism Coordination Forum 

(FKPT) said that Solo is the only city in Central java that labeled with red zone, meanwhile 

Banjarnegara and Banyumas categorized with yellow zone [6]. Solo not only identified with 

zone of terrorism attack, but also with the growth of terrorism network [7] [8]. The central 

government and the local government already try to counter terrorism and radicalism through 

various policy. In 2017, The National Counterterrorism Agency (BNPT) and the local 

government of Central Java made a poverty alleviation program through funding for house 

reconstruction [9]. Based on de-radicalization program, BNPT also gave 15 ex-terrorist a 

training to processing and marketing fish in 2018 [10]. The local community also try to 

contribute toward prevention of these issues. Based on The Centre for Strategic and 

International Studies (CSIS) and Wahid Foundation report, Nasyiatul Aisyiyah (NA) and 

Fatayat Nahdlatul Ulama Solo, already made an initiative to prevent radicalism. These two 

religion organizations giving assistance toward women who became the victim of sexual 

harassment, domestic violence, and terrorism [11].  Based on this report, the women 

community in this province has a potential role in solving radicalism and terrorism. There’s 

another information that showed a community response toward these two issues. From the 

incident of bombing in Bethel Injil Sepenuh Church (GBIS), there were some art and culture 

communities gathered to condemn the terrorist action [12].  

This research aim to identify the further role of these communities toward prevention of 

radicalism and terrorism. Specifically, the pattern and the mechanism of these communities 

involvement. The unique condition in this province which has a huge network of public 

communities and ex-terrorist communities hopefully could contribute a new method of prevent 

and counter terrorism in a grassroots level. Finding a new mechanism that comes from the need 

of those communities to provide security and harmonization among the society could be a 

proper way to tackle the spread of radical ideas. 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

The method used in this research was qualitative, which focused on interviewed the 

leaders of the community.  They are Gema Salam Foundation, Fatayat Nahdlatul Ulama (NU) 

Solo, Fatayat Nahdlatul Ulama (NU) Karanganyar, Muslimat NU Karanganyar, Nasyatul 

Aisyiyah Solo, Perpustakaan Keliling Karanganyar, and Pintu Community. Gema Salam 

Foundation is the ex-terrorist community. Meanwhile Fatayat NU, Muslimat NU, Nasyatul 

Aisyiyah represent the biggest and well known women religion communities. Perpustakaan 

keliling is the community that focus on spreading literacy awareness. Pintu Community is one 

of the art and culture community in Solo. All the primary data from the interview was also 

supported with the secondary data from official documents, academic papers, reports, and 
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dataset. The analysis of the data using Miles & Huberman guideline which started from data 

condensation, data display, conclusion and verification [13].  

 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Radicalism discourse started to grow in Europe after the Belgic Police Department and 

its National Intelligence Agency analysis the potential of terrorist action from the radical 

behavior of young migrants, especially from Morocco’s diaspora.  This assessment spread to 

the Dutch Police Department and supported by the trend of recruitment of young Dutch’s by 

the Moslem fundamentalist. Rik Coolsaet found the process of radicalism in a process of 

individual’s decision to participate or support Jihad movement abroad.  He then give a 

definition of radicalization as a part of recruitment which lead by a foreigner and has an aim to 

driver the certain targets to joint in the campaign of terrorist action abroad [14]. He also found 

various motives such as social marginalization, exclusion, political motive, and ideological 

motive as a potential background of radicalization. Coolsaet criticized the ideological motive 

in some policy studies, law enforcement, and in academicals discourse. The dominant discourse 

of this motive neglected other motives that could also bring by the extremist. And its growth in 

the West society along with the immigration, integration, and Islam issues in 1970s. Coolsaet 

perspective toward radicalization has a similar explanation with Manni Crone. Crone agree 

with the process of indoctrinate the ideology or religion value that could lead to radicalization. 

In a different way, Crone saw that radicalization could happen in a local level or domestically. 

This condition bring up a new concept called ‘homegrown terrorism’. This local terrorism 

found in some pattern such as a terrorist who come from the same city of the terrorist attack. 

They were born and grow up in that city, so there’s a small potential assumption that radicalism 

could influence them. They also lived in a democratic, comfort and peace environment [2]    

From this identification, Crone invite everyone to analyze more on the behavior radicalization 

than the ideological radicalization per se. The Danish Institute for International Studies (DIIS), 

from the total of terrorist amount in Europe since 2012-2015, 80% of those terrorists already 

had a criminal record before and 60% of them had been jailed [15]. From this data, Crone 

analyze that terrorist action could be happen from a chain of difficulty and violence experience 

that face by the perpetrator. The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) 

also give a concern related to the correlation of radicalism and terrorism. There’s also a specific 

term toward this study named ‘Violent extremism and radicalization that lead to terrorism’ 

(VERLT). The radicalism that lead to terrorism defined as a dynamic process which a person 

accepted terrorist violence as something acceptable or even giving legitimation toward the 

action. This process may enable the individual to support or even engage in terrorism [16].  

Central Java Province has experience with terrorist attack since 1997. According to 

National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START), there 

are 18 of terrorist attacks from 1997 until 2017. The attack found in 15 cities/districts from 35 

of total cities/districts in Central Java Province. There are Ambara, Banyumas, Binangun, 

Magelang, Pahlawan, Pekalongan, Tegalrejo, Purbalingga, Semarang, Sigaluh, Sidareja, 

Sukoharo, Surakarta, Surakarta (Solo), Tlepok, and Wonosobo [17]. 

The spread of terrorism accident, has a dynamic frequency for 20 years (1997 – 2017). 

The increase of the attack found around 2011 – 2013 and from 2015-2017. In the other side, 

the lowest incident identified since 1999 – 2011 and from 2013 – 2015. The terror has a various 

pattern and different target in a certain period. In the end of 90s, the type of the attack was a 

mass attack. The riot of political condition in Jakarta influence the stability in these cities. At 

that time, Indonesia face a climax situation of reformation. A huge mass of college students 
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and a large mass of community groups, united, demonstrated and occupied the parliament 

building demand for a presidential change and a total reformation toward political system and 

economic recovery. In 2000s, the movement of terrorist group with a religion background 

dominated the attacks [17] . 

The form of attack has a huge damage and targeting civilians. There’s a suicide bomb in 

Bethel Injil Sepenuh Church (GBIS), in Kepunton, Solo, on September 25, 2011. In the next 

year, there were three other accidents in Surakarta with a target of police post and police office. 

The type of the attack was throwing explosives and shooting the police officer. The terrorist 

use motorcycle to attack the police post and police office. The victim of the terrorist attack not 

only from the police officer, but also from civilians. START has four categories of terrorist 

attack. They are armed assault, bombing/explosion, facility/infrastructure attack, and unknown 

categories [17].  

All the attacks in 20s, comes from various factors. Argyo Demartoto said that Solo city 

become the most comfortable place for a development of ideology for radical group or 

terrorism.  He analyzed it from the arrested of terrorist suspects in Bengawan. Moreover, Noor 

Huda Ismail, a terroris analyst said that Solo become a safe based for a certain groups such us 

Laskar Umat Solo (LUIS), tim Hisbah, Forum Komunikasi Aktivis Masjid (FKAM), Front 

Perjuangan Islam Solo (FPIS), Majelis Tafsir Alquran (MTA), MMI Solo, HTI, JI, JAT, and 

others. They move together in response Islamic issues. They have a huge partisan [18]. The last 

two organization has a strong basis in Solo and known as an icon for jihad movement and as a 

resistance symbol that get a support from their member and participant. The attack also trigger 

by a friction among the different groups from various religion, ethnic, and ideology. A friction 

between those groups and the passive response of local government also built a negative 

relationship among them[19]. 

The central government through BNPT already made various program to prevent and 

counter radicalism and terrorism in Central Java Province. In August 2018, there was a 

socialization of anti-terrorism in six private colleges around Central Java [20]. A month later, 

BNPT signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Semarang National University 

(UNS), Diponegoro University (UNDIP), 17 Agustus Semarang University (UNTAG), 

Polytechnic of Health Kemenkes Semarang (POLTEKKES Semarang), Polytechnic of 

Maritime Negeri Indonesia Semarang, and National Polytechnic of Semarang [21]. The MoU 

cover the activity such as education, training, study, research, community service, and 

institution development to support counterterrorism effort. There’s also a collaboration 

program with the stakeholders in local department. There’s an integrative mitigation training 

to counter terrorism in November 2018. The training aimed to build an alertness in vital object 

of the province, such as an airport. Its also aimed to integrate the comprehensive standard 

operation to mitigate the potential of terrorist attack [22].  

The effort of local government of Central Java also could be found around 2018. The 

Governor of Central Java Province stated that the civil staff that exposed with radicalism will 

be given discipliner action such as clarification and rehabilitation to bring back the loyalty 

toward Pancasila, Bhinneka Tunggal Ika, and Undang-Undang Dasar 1954 as the basic value 

of Indonesia [23]. The Vice Governor of Central Java  also approach the Moslem groups and 

asking the religious leader in Central Java to not give up and never stop to spread peace through 

the Islamic value ‘rahmatan lil ’alamin’ (be a mercy to the universe) [24]. The Police 

Department in Central Java level focused on de-radicalization program, rehabilitation program, 

and law enforcement toward the ex-terrorist [25]. This department also made a cooperation 

with the National Army of Indonesia (TNI) and the Government of Central Java Province by 
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signed a MoU in 2018 to arrange the cooperation handbook to preserve public security and 

stability [26]. 

Beside the central government and the local government, there are other component in 

society that also taking important role to prevent and counter radicalism and terrorism. Henry 

Shaftoe said that the society component in the sub-national level inside the state also taking 

strategic role in escort and embrace each other. These society components such as police, 

priests, imam’s, community development workers, social workers, urban designers & planners, 

community safety officers, housing staff, youth workers, and teachers could response faster 

than the national government toward terrorist attack. They are categorize in three groups such 

as  regional government, religious institutions, and voluntary organizations. They could manage 

the crisis condition through cultural and religion media. Their involvement could be a bridge 

in dealing with inequality issues, marginalization, and injustice from the state . Esposito, Aris 

and Calfa give a further concept to prevent terrorism in sub-national level. The concept taking 

from a series of case study in the city of  Great Britain, Portugal, Poland, and Germany. They 

are four indicators to prevent terrorism in local level. The first one is preventive and 

communication action. The second one is crisis management action. Its followed with 

confidence building measures. The fourth indicator is supporting the victim [27]. 

To give more specific explanation, Hussein Tahiri & Michele Grossman agree that all 

community, either moslem or non moslem, take a key role in preventing and mitigating the 

threat of violence from the extremist [28]. OSCE also agree with the strategic role of 

community. A civil society has a capability and experience in implementing the program that 

support a peace and an inclusive society. They could reduce a complex social structure that 

could lead to violence and extremist. Their efforts often reach a grassroots’ level in social 

interaction which contribute to an easier access to enter inside the society. The trusted 

community has a legitimation and influence in their environment [16]. 

There are more than 150 communities in Central Java. There’s 113 communities which 

various from sport communities, social communities, religion communities, and other variant 

[29]. There’s also 54 belief communities spread in Central Java [30]. They are different with 

religion communities. They have their own value and it’s used to be practiced since a long time 

ago until now. There’s also 5.850 Islamic Boarding School in this province [31]. Central Java 

also known as the province with multi religions live peacefully. From this number we can see 

that certain cities such as Solo/ Surakarta, Semarang, Magelang with the huge number of those 

communities could be a potential target of radicalism and terrorism.  

From all those communities, we choose seven communities that represented religion 

community, ex-terrorist community, social community, and culture community. We try to 

identify their role in preventing and counter radicalism and terrorism in their society. The first 

one is Gema Salam foundation which consist of ex-terrorist. From the interview with the leader 

of the community, he said that the community focused on giving assistance toward their fellow 

that still in prison. He and other ex-terrorist member that already released from the jail, has a 

routine visit to give motivation and slowly asked them to change their wrong mindset. This 

community also support the member to socialize with the society by being entrepreneurship. 

There are 40 active member that lives in Yogyakarta, Surakarta, and other cities in Central Java 

Province. The field of business such as automotive workshop, steak restaurant, small food stall, 

laundry service, and others [32]. Their focus on social and economic sector showed that they 

want to give more contribution in a real form. It’s another form of contribution toward society 

that represent in a peace way. The support from the government also a form of state 

representation to protect their citizen’s basic right and also to prevent them to return in any kind 

of  radicalism and terrorism. 
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Most of the ex-terrorist got a social and economic assistancy from the national 

government such as Social Ministry and National Counter Terrorism Agency (BNPT). These 

national goverment representatives also build cooperation with local government in a level of 

Central Java Province such as Penitentiary Agency, Social Services Agency, Terrorism 

Prevention Communication Forum (FKPT), National Unity and Politics Agency (Kesbangpol) 

They gave them some capital such as fresh money, a stall with basic needs to sell, animals (e.g. 

a sheep) as a livestock. The assistancy for lives not only give to the ex-terrorist but also to their 

family –wife and children-. The committment from assistancy could be trace since 2015-now 

(2019) [33]–[38].  

The second community that we’ve been interviewed is Fatayat Nahdlatul Ulama (NU) 

Solo. Fatayat NU is the women subdivision from of the biggest Islamic organization in 

Indonesia, Nahdlatul Ulama (NU). It has branches from the main of capital city of the state 

until the level of village. In Solo, Fatayat NU have tried to build a communication toward the 

wife of ex-terrorist. This is based on their commitment to provide protection for women and 

children. Since 2018, the leader of Fatayat NU Solo said that they already try to open 

communication and interaction toward the wife of ex-terrorist through one of the ex-terrorist. 

Unfortunately, there’s still no response from them until this interview was conducted. The head 

of Fatayat NU Solo aware that this meeting is strategic because of the important role of women 

in building a character of their children and family comprehensively. The meeting supposed to 

start an understanding process of social, economic, and psychological condition from the wife 

of ex-terrorist. She hope the first meeting will be followed by another routine meeting to give 

a sustainable assistance. 

Fatayat NU Solo also build a connection with other communities in Solo and known as 

Cross Cultural Network (JLK). This network consist of the leader of various religion in 

Indonesia and other Head of communities in Solo. They build a system of communication by 

using WhatsApp group. In this group, they could made such an early warning system to prevent 

a potential radicals or terrorist activity. They update the condition in their society to prevent 

from provoked issues that could bring to violence action. This communication also reduce a 

negative stigma toward certain community that used to be labeled as an anarchist and radical 

community. 

In internal organization, the prevention efforts done by educating the member and the 

participant with their own value. There are four basic society behavior values which became 

the basic guideline for the member and participant. The first and the second one is At-Tawassuth 

and I’tidal. At-Tawassuth means ‘in the middle’, take the proportional way or decision. I’tidal 

means take a justice principle in making decision, impartiality. The second one is Tasamuh or 

being tolerance, respect the difference and respect to other’s principle which may different from 

us. The third one is Tawazun which means balance, not overwork toward everyone, every 

relation, everything in individual and also social life. The fourth is called Amar Ma’ruf Nahi 

Munkar means supporting every good behavior and reject avoid, and prevent every little things 

that could lower life values .  All the values implemented through seven aspects such as in faith, 

in law, in morality, in inter group relations, in nation life, in culture and in dakwah [39].These 

value also reviewed in every leadership program from a structural member. According to the 

Head of Fatayat NU Solo, the value has a similarity with the workshop’s material that they’ve 

been received from National Counter Terrorism Agency related to preventing radicalism and 

terrorism.  

These four basic values also confirmed by the Head of Fatayat NU Karanganyar, as the 

third community that we’ve been interviewed. They put the values in their economic 

empowerment program. They support the women in their environment with preparing to build 
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cooperative unit, a herbal drinking production, a Women Farmer Group. They also prepare the 

society with skill of technology such as an information of technology workshop and design 

workshop. Beside that there’s a program of giving socialization to the society about the 

awareness to prevent the spread of incorrect or invalid news by using social media [40].  

Muslimat NU Karanganyar is the fourth community that showed similarity with two 

previous communities. As they are under the same main organization, the basic values and its 

education process toward their member and follower also done in the same mechanism. The 

movement of Muslimat NU Karanganyar is not as various as  Fatayat NU, and tend to use 

conventional way of empowering women in the society. This is because the segment of member 

and participant of Muslimat NU is older than the Fatayat NU. Muslimat NU is for the age of 

40 years old and over it. Meanwhile, Fatayat NU is focused on children from 3 years old to 30s 

years old. The Muslimat NU Karanganyar focus on giving religious knowledge and 

understanding in a routine meeting at least once a weak.  

The fifth community is Nasyiatul Aisyiyah Solo. This is the women branch of 

Muhammadiyah, another biggest Islamic organization in Indonesia. It’s also has a huge number 

of member and follower all around Indonesia. In Solo, the Head of Nasyiatul Aisyiyah Solo 

also focus on women empowerment. This community has a track record of giving 

psychological assistance toward the family of terrorist suspect in 2016. At that time, Siyono, 

one of Cawas, Klaten citizen arrested by Detachment 88 and suspected as a terrorist. In the end, 

the accusation was not proven but Siyono was found dead during the process of detention. The 

unclear explanation from the authority officer made the people of Solo city angry and 

demonstrate in the street to sue for justice . Siyono left his wife and children. This condition 

also one of the fragile condition that could bring to a potential change from a sense of injustice 

to the feeling of revenge in an extreme one. Nasyiatul Aisyiyah aware of this and directly 

visiting the wife and the children of Siyono to give them understanding and assistance. The 

head of Nasyiatul Aisyiyah said that it wasn’t easy in the first meeting. But after a periodic 

visiting and assistance, the life of Siyono’s wife and children slowly better. This assistance 

toward women and children match with the basic program of this community [41].    

Perpustakaan Keliling Karanganyar is a non-religion community in Central Java 

Province. It’s a community that concern in giving literacy education through books that they 

posted regularly in view spots around Karanganyar. The main target of this activity is children 

who start learn to read and mostly in a school years. In the context of preventing radicalism and 

terrorism, they have a specific strategy to prevent the children from radical or extreme content 

of books. First, the book that they collected from the donator was selected. They check the 

content one by one. If the book doesn’t consist of radicalism or extreme narrative, then the 

book passed to read by the children. They ever found some children books that already consist 

of radicals tension, and it’s make them alert toward any content of the book. Beside giving a 

facility of public place to read, they also give education to the children about nationalism, 

universal values, and counter intolerance mindset toward story telling or a simple socialization. 

The Pintu Community is an art and culture community in Solo. This community try to 

become a bridge between the ex-terrorist community with the other communities in Solo. The 

target of this community is to keep a stability condition in Solo as a tolerance and a non-

violence city in Indonesia. The program arise mostly after several incident of terrorism and 

radicalism activity in Solo and around it .  

Based on Esposito, Aris and Calfa conception toward the pattern and mechanism of 

community to prevent terrorism, all the communities above had a specific characteristic and 

pattern. The religion community such as Fatayat NU Solo, Fatayat NU Karanganyar, Muslimat 

NU Karanganyar, and Nasyiatul Aisyiyah Solo showed that they had internal values that keep 
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their member, follower and the society around them from the potential doctrine, or persuasive 

act of radicalism and terrorism. This value was repeated in every meeting and leadership 

program. So, as long as they had a strong communication, an intensive meeting toward their 

society, this value and their active program will support to avoid radicalism and terrorism. 

These religion communities has fulfill the categories of building preventive and communication 

actions. Specifically for Nasyiatul Aisyiyah, it’s also contribute in categories of supporting 

victim according to Esposito explanation.  

Meanwhile, for the ex-terrorist community, they seems still not attach or build 

communication toward religion community. They prefer to fix and support their economic life 

by doing some business things. This economic activity not only help them to survive, but slowly 

but sure, help them to get trust from the society. Their presence in social life showed that they 

also can be productive and give contribution to the society. Their good connection to the local 

government and law enforcement institution is one of an effort to build trust among them. This 

initiative communication and coordination also help the police department to control their 

movement so that could minimize the potential radicalism and terrorism activity. At this point, 

the Gema Salam Foundation’s role include in categories of confidence building measure. 

The last two communities, such as Perpustakaan Keliling Karanganyar and Pintu 

Community try to build a peace condition in its scope society by reaching children and art 

society. This soft approach may be not give a direct awareness of preventing these issues, but 

at least, a beginning of giving the right understanding toward radicalism and terrorism issues, 

and try to counter it in a local way, is very meaningful and may be more accepted by the society.  

For these two communities, they are classified in supporting preventive and communication 

actions.  

Unfortunately, there’s no one single network has been conducted among these seven 

community in the same forum that specifically talking about preventing radicalism and 

terrorism. Each of them move by themselves to prevent these issues. If there’s an effort to build 

communication, the other side still not response it. Maybe there’s still a prejudice, a negative 

stigma within their selves toward others or event toward their selves. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The role and pattern of community in preventing and counter radicalism and terrorism 

is very important. They are the one who knows better their society and the complexity of the 

situation. In Central Java Province, these seven communities, with their background of 

ideology and experiences, had tried to manage and solve these issues from the grassroots level. 

There’s a success among their effort. For example they could build an early warning system of 

communication to prevent a potential negatives issues. But unfortunately, not all the 

community has already joint to this system. Meanwhile it’s important to build an integrative 

and one common mechanism to prevent and mitigate these kind of issues so that the damage 

could be minimize and the victim won’t be counted. It’s also one of Esposito requirement in 

preventing terrorism, which is crisis management action.  

For each community, it’s important to take an initiative step to build communication 

among them. It’s one of the basic effort to clear our mindset toward other and ourselves. If the 

mindset already clear, then the next step would be easier and more objective. An integrative 

method to prevent and counter this issues could be build and implemented simultaneously. The 

society could be protected by the vital role of communities based on confidence building 

measures that they build one by one.  
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For the government, supporting the community to communicate and coordinate in a 

periodic time will also help to build a stable condition in Central Java Province. Understanding 

will be develop in a routine meetings. The government also helped in follow up the national 

agenda to counter terrorism and radicalism by the strategic roles of the community that actively 

build a mechanism to tackle the issues in a respective way based on local wisdom. Especially 

when the current issues of terrorism comes up with the trend of female bombing perpetrators 

which will need women’s community role to prevent it.  
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